
Week 18 - Mon Date_______________ Name____________________________ 

Vocabulary Building Activity 

section petition destination 
exploration communication livelihood 

  Review word from previous day 

SKILL 1:  Definition Matching 
Read the definition below and fill-in-the-blank with the best matching word from the list. 

1.   One of several pieces - components: _________________________ 

2.   The place where one is going to: _________________________ 

3.   A signing of signatures on a paper for showing agreement on an issue or cause: ______________ 

4.   One’s job – someone’s way of earning money : _________________________ 

5.   To transfer ideas or thoughts to another person by any means: _________________________ 

6.   Traveling into unknown areas for the sake of learning or curiosity: ______________________ 

SKILL 2:  Examples 
Read examples below and match with words from list.   

1. We accumulated 10,000 signatures in our drive to raise teacher salaries: __________________ 

2. The astronauts were excited to land after their 3 month trip to Mars: _____________________ 

3. Should we sit in the front, middle or back of the aircraft?  _____________________ 

4. Imagine the adventure of traveling through unknown areas in space: ____________________ 

5. While orbiting around of Mars, we sometimes lose contact with mission control: _____________ 

6. I worked very hard for four years in college to get this wonderful job: ___________________ 

SKILL 3:  Sentence Writing 
Write a sentence using at least 7 words.   Sentence should show meaning of the list word. 

1.  section: 

2.  petition: 

3.  destination: 

4.  exploration: 

5.  communication: 

6.  livelihood: 
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Week 18 - Tue Date_______________ Name____________________________ 

Vocabulary Building Activity 

version admission collision 
concussion confession communication 

  Review word from previous day 

SKILL 1:  Definition Matching 
Read the definition below and fill-in-the-blank with the best matching word from the list. 

1.   The act of admitting or allowing to enter: _________________________ 

2.   The process of hitting another object - colliding: _________________________ 

3.   A description from one point of view and different from another: _________________________ 

4.   Damage to the brain due to a violent shock or shaking: ___________ 

5.   The exchange of thoughts or information by any means: ____________________________ 

6.   Telling others about something you did that was wrong– admitting guilt : __________________ 

SKILL 2:  Examples 
Read examples below and match with words from list.   

1. The drunk driver crashed head-on into the vehicle of the innocent victim: _________________ 

2. After the kidnapping, each person described the incident differently: ____________________ 

3. Our family won four tickets which allowed us into the carnival: _________________________ 

4. The robber received less jail time since he admitted he was guilty: ________________________ 

5. Unlike the 1970’s, today we can contact others through email and cell phone: ________________ 

6. The victim suffered a cracked skull with tissue damage to the front of the brain: _____________ 

SKILL 3:  Sentence Writing 
Write a sentence using at least 7 words.   Sentence should show meaning of the list word. 

1.  version: 

2.  admission: 

3.  collision: 

4.  concussion: 

5.  confession: 

6.  communication: 
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Week 18 - Wed Date_______________ Name____________________________ 

Vocabulary Building Activity 

France romance advance 
prance finance version 

  Review word from previous day 

SKILL 1:  Definition Matching 
Read the definition below and fill-in-the-blank with the best matching word from the list. 

1.   A western European country which borders the north side of Spain: ______________________ 

2.   To cause to move forward – go to a higher level - promote: _________________________ 

3.   A strong emotional attachment between people in love: ________________________ 

4.   Moving in a spirited manner – spring forward from hind legs: ________________________ 

5.   A description or one point of view, especially as compared to another: __________________ 

6.   The management of money, banking, investments, and credit: _________________________ 

SKILL 2:  Examples 
Read examples below and match with words from list.   

1. After graduating high school the student moved onto college: _________________________ 

2. The students had so much fun together they fell in love and dated for 6 months: __________ 

3. The capital of this country is Paris and is located in western Europe: ____________________ 

4. The rider made the horse walk proudly and quickly during the show: ___________________ 

5. Although he has a million dollars, he does not understand money very well: ________________ 

6. While on the witness stand, he told the story differently this time: _____________________ 

SKILL 3:  Sentence Writing 
Write a sentence using at least 7 words.   Sentence should show meaning of the list word. 

1.  France: 

2.  romance: 

3.  advance: 

4.  prance: 

5.  finance: 

6.  version: 
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Week 18 - Thu Date_______________ Name____________________________ 

Vocabulary Building Activity 

residence coincidence tolerance 
endurance arrogance finance 

  Review word from previous day 

SKILL 1:  Definition Matching 
Read the definition below and fill-in-the-blank with the best matching word from the list. 

1.   The ability to continue on – to last – to keep going: ___________________ 

2.   A place in which one lives – a dwelling: _________________________ 

3.   A sequence of events that although accidental seems to have been planned: _________________ 

4.   The ability to accept or allow the attitudes or behaviors of others: ___________________ 

5.   Issues relating to money – banking – investing and credit: _________________________ 

6.   Feeling and acting superior over others: _________________________ 

SKILL 2:  Examples 
Read examples below and match with words from list.   

1. Even though the neighborhood contained families of many different backgrounds and beliefs,  
everyone got along well: __________________ 

2. Let’s have the meeting at his house instead of the office: _______________________ 

3. It was fortunate there was a policeman shopping at the time of the robbery: _________________ 

4. All this talk about stocks, interest rates and money get me confused: ____________________ 

5. The runner is absolutely amazing to watch, he never gets tired: _________________________ 

6. I certainly don’t like anyone who acts like they are better than others: ___________________ 

SKILL 3:  Sentence Writing 
Write a sentence using at least 7 words.   Sentence should show meaning of the list word. 

1.  residence: 

2.  coincidence: 

3.  tolerance: 

4.  endurance: 

5.  arrogance: 

6.  finance: 
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